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in one country, it is there alone that the debt is situated not-
withstanding that it may be expressly or implicitly payable
elsewhere.1
The fact, however, that a debt possesses a definite, though l*x sit*
artificial, situation does not necessarily imply that its assign- aocs not
inent should be governed by the lex situs.
English judges have more or less consistently said that an Ltx&
assignment is governed by its lex loci actus?	*ctus
They have expressed the view, for instance, that if ^executes two
instruments in Guatemala, by which he assigns, first to X and subse-
quently to Ty a sum of money held on his behalf by a London Bank, the
question whether JT or T is entitled to the money must be determined
by the law of Guatemala as being the lex loci actus of each assignment.3
Another theory, which does not appear to have been can-
vassed, is that the governing system is the lex actus^ i.e. the law
of the country with which the assignment is most closely con-
nected. This is preferable to the lex loci actus, since it does not
depend upon the chance place of execution, but nevertheless it
would seem to be less convenient than still another law which
will now be discussed.
It is submitted that there is an obvious answer to the question Proper law
—What is the most appropriate law to govern  questions actiwTtLt
arising from the voluntary assignment of a chose in action! created the
The clue is furnished by Foote, when he says that the assign-debt
ment of a chose in action arising out of a contract is governed
by the proper law of the contract.4 If we understand him
correctly, the appropriate law is not the 'proper law' (using that
expression in its contractual sense) of the assignment, but the
proper law of the original transaction out of which the chose in
action arose. It is reasonable and logical to refer most questions
relating to a debt to the transaction in which it has its source
and to the legal system which governs that transaction. If the
transaction under which A lends money or sells goods to B is
connected with no other country but England, A acquires a
right that is admittedly governed by English law. The right
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